
DISCUSSION TOOLKIT

This toolkit provides five practical solutions for engaging your students in small-group and large-group
discussions. It also includes five types of discussions you can use with your students.

Engagement Ideas

Name Description

Red, Yellow, Green

When leading a class debrief or large-group discussion, you can use the colors red, yellow, and green
to help gauge student comfort. This method is particularly helpful with elementary students.

● Red = disagreement or definitely not ready to move on
● Yellow = some agreement or not quite ready to move on
● Green = agreement or ready to move on

Fist to Five

This is a variation of the idea above, suitable for secondary students.
● Fist = I am very uncomfortable and cannot move on.
● 1 Finger = I am uncomfortable and need some help before moving on.
● 2 Fingers = I am a little uncomfortable, but I want to move on.
● 3 Fingers = I am not sure how I feel.
● 4 Fingers = I am comfortable enough to move on.
● 5 Fingers = I am very comfortable and ready to move on.

Everyone Restate

This is a good engagement tool that challenges students to have a strong opening statement. It also
helps students recall someone else's point.

Steps:
1. Before speaking to the group, begin with a short sentence to express your view. Allow

the group to repeat your statement before you explain it.
2. When someone shares their statement, repeat it aloud with the group before the

speaker continues.

Repeat, Think,
Breathe, Share!

This engagement tool is good for small-group or large-group instruction.

Explain to students that these four steps can help us communicate while feeling difficult emotions.

Taking time to repeat, think, breathe, and share may not stop or change the emotions we feel, but
these steps can help us all self-regulate.

Rules for Civil
Discussion

1. Stand and let the class know which group you represent.
2. Begin with the statement, “___ (previous group), our group agrees/disagrees with your group’s

ideas because…”
3. Base your argument on evidence from the lesson, reading, and research.
4. Ask the remaining group presenters to raise their hands if they want to express their opinions

and thoughts.
5. Call on the next presenter by name.
6. Sit and listen to the remaining groups.
7. The role of presenter rotates until every person in the group has presented.
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Dynamic Discussion Types

Name Description

Talk-it-Outs

In a Talk-it-Out, students face one another as they converse. Talk-it-Outs are excellent opportunities
for students to work on their listening skills. They must rephrase the speaker’s comments before
they share their own.

Usually, you want to limit the amount of discussion time to a couple of minutes. This provides some
structure and accountability to being succinct.

Concentric Circles

This discussion type is best when you have several topics that you want students to discuss or
debrief. Divide the class in half and place them in a configuration as shown. Make sure there are
equal groups of students in the outside circle and the inside circle.

Start with the first prompt or topic and allow the students in the outside circle to go first. They will
speak with the person directly in front of them. They can then switch and have the person on the
inside of the circle do the same. Start a timer (30 seconds to 1 minute). When the time is up, have
students in the outside circle shift one person over. Then repeat the process with the next prompt.

Pen Pal Chats

This is best for a writing discussion of a single question or prompt. Have the students respond to the
question electronically. Number the responses that come to you (noting which response number
goes with which student). After numbering them, distribute responses back to students so that each
student gets someone else’s response (not their own). They then respond to that person’s response
(as a pen pal would).

Collect the responses from all students and return them to the original student. You could continue
on with a follow-up response or end the activity there. This pen pal discussion is scalable.

Fishbowl Discussions

Start with small-group discussions on topics. From the small-group discussion, each small group
selects one member to be in the fishbowl. In a typical class, you might have 3-6 people in the middle.

Once in the middle, this smaller group gets an opportunity to share what their group discussed.
Attention should be put on each other and not the teacher.

Students on the outside of the fishbowl can be challenged to ask clarifying questions to the students
inside, or even score the discussion.

Scored Discussions

Use scored discussions to keep your students accountable to your discussion protocols and
classroom norms. Pick 2-3 items you’d like to score (for example, restating the previous speaker’s
position or calling on the next speaker by name).

Prior to the discussion, quickly model the desired protocols students will be scored on.

During the discussion, encourage students to direct their comments to each other and avoid eye
contact with you. Score the discussion as it evolves. Award 1 point for meeting each protocol. At the
conclusion of the discussion, debrief  scores with the class.
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